The transverse free vibration of Timoshenko beams resting on viscoelastic foundation are studied. Complex frequency equations are obtained for pinned-pinned ends. The effects of beam and foundation parameters on natural frequencies are analyzed in numerical examples, and the characteristics of Timoshenko beams are compared with Euler-Bernoulli beams. The results show that natural frequencies grow with increasing the stiffness and the shearing parameters, as well as decreasing the viscoelastic coefficients; the natural frequencies of Timoshenko beams are slightly less than Euler-Bernoulli beams.
Introduction
Finite beams resting on foundations are widely used in engineering structures, such as roads, airport pavements，and railway engineering equipments. Because of its great practical importance, the vibration analysis of such a system has interested many researchers. Ruge and Birk [1] compared the Timoshenko and the Euler-Bernoulli beam on Winkler foundation in the frequency-domain. De Rosa [2] numerically solved natural frequencies of Timoshenko beams on the two-parameter foundation. Yokoyama [3] studied the vibration characteristics of a uniform Timoshenko beam-column supported on Pasternak foundation. Malekzadeh [4] analyzed free vibration of Timoshenko beams on elastic foundations. Morfidis [5] investigated vibration of Timoshenko beams on three-parameter elastic foundation.
It is worth noticing that all studies mentioned above are about elastic foundation, without accounting for the effects of damping factor in foundation. Until recent years, researchers began to study vibration of beams on viscoelastic foundation. Most of the published works are focused on dynamic response of such a system subjected to a moving load [6] [7] and demonstrated the damping factor is remarkable importance for beams on viscoelastic foundation.
Governing equations
For a finite elastic Timoshenko beam resting on three-parameter viscoelastic foundation, the governing differential equation of free motion can be written as [8] (1) in which A, E, G and I are cross-sectional area of the beam, the modulus of elasticity, shear modulus of the beam and cross-sectional moment of inertia, and k′, ρ, w and ψ are sectional shear coefficient, beam material density, the transverse deflection of the beam and beam slope due to bending. k, μ and GP are foundation normal stiffness, damping coefficients and the shear parameter. 
The vibration solution to Eq.3 can be assumed as ( ) 
Where λn=-δn+iωn， (n=1,2,3…)， δn is the nth decrement coefficient， ωn is the nth natural frequency. Substituting Eq.4 into Eq.3 yields 
Based on Eq.4,under the dimensionless pinned-pinned boundary conditions, one can get
Substitution of Eq.8 and Eq.9 into Eq.10 yields Based on Eq.6 and Eq.13, transcendental equation about λn that can be numerically solved. As real and imaginary parts of λn , natural frequency ωn and decrement coefficient δ n can also be numerically calculated.
Numerical Results
Consider the modelling of the uncertainty of track as a finite elastic Timoshenko beam, the parameters of the beam and foundation come from the model beam [8] . beam. With the foundation viscous damping coefficients increasing, the natural frequencies decrease, and the difference between low order natural frequencies is greater than that of high order. With the growth of the stiffness and the shear parameters, the natural frequencies increase. For foundation stiffness parameters, the difference of the low order natural frequencies is larger than that of high orders. But for different shear parameters, the natural frequencies of first order are almost same, the natural frequencies of the greater foundation shear parameters increase more quickly with the orders growing.
In Fig.2 , resting on the same foundation, the natural frequency values of Timoshenko beams are lower than that of Euler-Bernoulli beams, but the difference between them decrease with the length of the beams increasing.
Conclusions
In this paper, the free transverse vibration of Timoshenko beams on three-parameter viscoelastic foundation is investigated. Under the simple boundary condition, the formulae for natural frequencies of the free transverse vibration are developed. The numerical examples show that, with order growing, the natural frequencies increase, and the decrement coefficients slightly decrease. The natural frequencies increase with the growth of beam length, stiffness and shear parameters of the foundation, and the decreasing of viscous damping coefficients. For foundation stiffness parameters, the differences between the low order natural frequencies are greater than that between high orders. The high order natural frequencies with the larger foundation shear parameters increase more quickly. Moreover, on the same foundation, the natural frequency values of Timoshenko beams are lower than that of Euler-Bernoulli beams.
